Cumulative fraction plots showing preferred visual orientation for multimodal neurons that respond best to tones of different frequencies as indicated by colour code. f) No difference between the average distance between neurons with the same best tone response (black, filled) and neurons with different tone responses (black, open) or neurons that do not respond to tones but instead respond to visual stimuli (grey, filled). g) Histogram of plasticity scores (Log10) for multimodal neurons with change in mean calcium activity (ΔF1/F0/s) (after pairing) to the paired tone normalized to baseline mean calcium activity to the paired tone from anaesthetised and awake animals. h) Average calcium activity (ΔF1/F0/s) following Log10 transformation, for all multimodal neurons in response to either the paired grating (red) or the in awake conditions. In all panels, *p<0.05, **p<0.01 (see Supplementary Table 1) Supplementary   Table 4 ).
Statistical Comparisons
For Supplementary Figure 1 d Statistical Comparisons for Supplementary Figure 3 a For non-increasing neurons with increasing network vs with non-increasing network During baseline in awake conditions
Repeated measures ANOVA
For non-increasing neurons with increasing network = 0.16 ± 0.02 vs For non-increasing neurons with nonincreasing network = 0.26 ± 0.04 (Average correlation coefficient (r)) p = 0.036 S3d Δ in network associations t-test Δ in association between increasing neurons with increasing network 5.1 ± 1.9 % Δ in association between nonincreasing neurons with increasing network -2.6 ± 3.2 % (Δ in network associations % of total correlation) p = 0.033 114 Increasing Neurons 46
Nonincreasing Neurons
The data for Supplementary Figure 3 
